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1908         way on this important point.   He hopes the Cabinet are looking at this
Age 55-66 question from a European and International point of view, and not
from merely a domestic one.
edward R.I,
October ISth, 1908.
The International point of view was precisely what Asquith and
Sir Edward Grey believed themselves to be upholding, but they
held it to be incompatible with the seizure of territory or abrogation
of Treaty rights without the sanction of the Powers in Conference.
The tension continued all through the winter, Serbia, in Sir
Edward Grey's words, being " obstinate and headstrong, Austria
haughty, hard, and stern." In January 1909 Austria made her
peace with the Turks by agreeing to pay an indemnity of
£2,500,000, to consent to an increase of Turkish Customs from
11 to 15 per cent, and to evacuate the Sandjak of Novi-Bazaar.
But Serbia still demanded an outlet to the sea, and Austria
threatened her with an ultimatum which, if delivered, would almost
certainly have brought Russia to the support of Serbia. Then
suddenly towards the end of March, Russia threw up the sponge
and collapsed unconditionally. The short explanation1 was that
on 21st March Prince Biilow had instructed the German Ambassador
in St, Petersburg to inform M. Isvolsky that " unless Russia agreed
to recognise the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Germany would
leave Austria-Hungary a free hand." The meaning of this was
unmistakable, and within a few hours the Tsar telegraphed to the
Emperor William consenting to the annexation and expressing the
hope that " with God's help war would thus be avoided." Eighteen
months later when on a visit to Vienna, the German Emperor
claimed credit for having " taken his stand in shining array at a
grave moment by the side of their Most Gracious Sovereign."'
It was a humiliation for Russia and an unpleasing result for both
the British and the French Governments, which were left isolated
with their now useless project for an International Conference to
regularise a situation which had regularised itself thus abruptly,
To their astonishment British Ministers who had done nothing
throughout but endeavour to find a peaceful solution and to
moderate the demands of all the parties now found themselves
actually charged in Germany and Austria with having fomented the
war spirit. Professor Hans Uebersberger, one of the editors of
ustrian official publication—Oesterreich-Ungarns Ausswvpolitilci
not scrupled to say that certain documents therein
* Official German Documents (Grow* Potttik), Vol. 26, No, 9460.

